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Headteacher: Tina Farr 

 
Minutes of a Virtual Full Governing Body Meeting  

held on 24th June 2021 at 5pm 
Present: 
Steve Whitla (SW): Foundation Governor – Chair 
Jenni Williams (JW): Foundation Governor – Vice Chair  
Tina Farr (TF): Headteacher  
Malcolm Cubitt (MC): Parent Governor (from 17:30) 
Katie Doorley (KD): Parent Governor  
Stephen Dudley (SD): Foundation Governor 
Janet Rayment (JR): Foundation Governor 
Jim Sherry (JS): Staff Governor 
Pete Wilkinson (PW): Foundation Governor 
Clare Whyles (CW): Associate Member 
 
Apologies: 
Joyce Francois: (JF): Foundation Governor 
Hugh Starkey (HS): Local Authority Governor 
Tony Lee (TL): Foundation Governor 
Jo Horn (JH): Associate Member 
 
In Attendance 
Phil Doubtfire (PD): Acting Clerk 
 

MINUTES ACTION 
1. Welcome, Apologies and Prayer, Declaration of any Business  
   Interests and any Urgent Business 

SW welcomed everyone to the virtual FGB and confirmed attendees were in a 
secure and confidential environment. There were no declarations of interest. 
The meeting was quorate. All papers were posted on Teams. 

 

 

2. Minutes and matters arising from the FGB meeting held on 11th March 
2021 
 
The Minutes of 11th March were approved. 
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Matters Arising 
 
TF to discuss PAN with SLT 
TF will do this after the summer holiday 
 

TF to 
discuss PAN 
with SLT in 
September 

3. School Streets (PD) 
PD provided governors with a short presentation about the School Street Trial 
beginning on Monday 28th June and running for 6 weeks in term time until 
Friday 17th September. 
 
JW commented that perceptions of the School Street scheme may be affected 
by the current controversial Low Traffic Neighbourhood schemes (LTNs) being 
run in East Oxford. 
 
Whilst there is some scepticism about the long term merits of these schemes 
governors indicated that they endorsed the trial as an opportunity to learn 
whether this scheme can achieve its claimed benefits of safer streets, reduced 
environmental impact and encouragement of active travel. 
 

 

4. Governor Training (JW) 
JW is putting together an internal Governor Induction Pack, particularly aimed 
at new Governors who are new to education/governance, which will be 
reviewed with SW. 
JW is also putting together a register of what training Governors have already 
undertaken and a list of what training opportunities are available. 
It is intended that together these actions will assist in accelerating the process 
of learning the nature of governorship. It was noted that the focus provided by 
the new governance structure has already improved effective governor 
participation. 
 

 

 
5. Updates from Policy Areas 
 
SW suggested that it would be useful to ensure all PATs record and store their 
meeting notes / minutes consistently so that they can be located when 
required, e.g. during FGB meetings. 
 
Curriculum (JW for HS)  
 
JW reported that the Curriculum PAT is “operationalising” school values. The 
work on Knowledge Progression is now bearing fruit. 
 
Operational Management (JW) 
 
JW offered her thanks to JR for all her work as both Chair of Governors and 
more recently as Policy Area Lead. JW was also offered thanks to JR for taking 
notes for the PAT. 
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JW reported that staff have been appreciative of 1:1swith TF and that having 
JS in the role of Wellbeing governor is also beneficial. 
 
JW commented that it is pleasing that feedback from Bespace suggests that 
children regard school as a safe space where they can fully express 
themselves. 
 
The Ops PAT has also been working on a staff development agenda and the 
agenda for diversity and equality. 
 
Resources (Finance) (MC) 
 
MC reported that after remote agreement by the FGB the budget was 
submitted to county on time in the first week of May. A number of comments 
regarding the budget were received from county which will be considered at the 
next Resources PAT. None are considered very significant. It will be more 
important to re-visit, and potentially revise, the budget after the FGB considers 
whether any adjustment to the PAN is required later this year. 
 
Two projects are in train requiring significant funds: 
Roof Replacement - The roof of the old part of the main building is being 
replaced in 2 phases over two years. This is largely funded by the Diocese but 
requires an 11% contribution from school (10% + 1% admin fee). NB Admin fee 
is normally 2% but has been reduced due to scale of project. Diocese are 
invoicing for 11% (c.£24k) over two years. 
EY Playground – After roof spending Diocese had no additional funds to pay 
for EY Playground. Consequently project is proceeding using school’s capital 
budget plus some of our Sport Premium. 
 
SD reported that Health & Safety Audit was completed in April and a number of 
identified items are being actioned. 
 
MC indicated that the Resources PAT have a number of policy documents to 
review and update. TF indicated that these policies have been allocated for 
action. 
  
 
Engagement (SW) 
 
SW offered thanks to parent Naomi Waite for producing our new logo. TF 
commented that the final choice of the logo, from 3 options, had generated 
some extremely thoughtful and interesting debate amongst the children 
regarding identity and diversity. 
 
An exercise to replace the school’s website is due to commence on Monday 
28th June facilitated by parent Fiona Dudley. It is hoped that the new website 
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will go live next term. Governors suggested it would be useful to attempt to 
engage any web designers that may be present in the school community 
possibly through the medium of ParentMail. 
 
SD has facilitated an option to place some Op-Ed pieces into the Oxford Times. 
TF is working on the first of these. 
 
SD is also seeking to arrange an “on-air discussion” with Radio Oxford 
journalist Sophie Law, a friend of parent Ellen Griffin. 
 
 
6. HT Report and SILP / SEF update (TF) 
 
TF reported that the form and content of the HT Report is still evolving and that 
the report contains numerous links to other documents. 
 
Headlines from the report include: 

• Reduction in persistent absenteeism (different measures indicate either 
7.4% or 5.9% reduction) – TF indicated that persistent absenteeism is 
now not tolerated 

• Behaviour has been very good, reflected in attitudes to learning, conduct 
on the playground and restorative practice 

• Good reduction in challenging behaviour in children with difficult home 
circumstances due to better response strategies being deployed 

• Y3s are the most challenging cohort with a high proportion of high level 
needs 

• Long term sickness of HSLW has now been covered by a temporary 
appointment 

• Some promising signs regarding number of children on roll with 20 
additional applications just received although there are capacity issued 
in next year’s combined Y4/5 classes 

• Our new core values resonate well with parents in parent tours 
• 2 children taken out of school to be home educated are now expected to 

return to school in September 
• New teacher, former TA Laura Conde, to start as maternity cover in 

September 
• School Trips have restarted, 2 groups have been to Hill End, 1 more 

scheduled before end of term  
• School Council will restart next year led by Ben Hagan 
• New Logo has been adopted 
• New therapy dog Monty is now coming to school and has already been 

very helpful 
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MC asked what constraints would prevent expanding entry into Y4/5 next 
year. TF indicated that Swan Nest is now being used as a sanctuary and so 
not available as a classroom without losing it as a facility for children with 
additional needs. It is also too late in the term to seek to be confident that a 
high quality teacher could be engaged to take on an additional post. 

TF is examining options for how to maximise entry into next year’s Y4/5 with 
teachers. 

Governors also discussed the school’s relationship with social services in 
cases of a “Child in Need”, considerations for our HSLW in September and 
what efficiencies can be gained in using TA resource in the Swan Nest. 

 
 
8. Policy Review 
 
SW commented that acronyms in contained in policies need to be spelt out at 
least once for clarity. It is also important that policies are properly reviewed for 
e.g. grammar and spelling to ensure that they are professionally presented. 
JR volunteered to review policies for grammar and spelling. 
 
For some mandatory policies where the model policy is long and detailed it was 
suggested that school should adopt a “stub policy” including all the elements 
required by our own policy standard, and then link through to the model policy to 
provide consistency in our own policy portfolio. 
 
TF noted that we need to insert the new school logo into all our policies for a 
consistent look and feel. 
 

 

9. Academisation Review 
 
Governors agreed that although there appears to be some renewed enthusiasm 
from DfE the matter of Academisation is not currently pressing and should be 
considered again 12 months hence. 
 

 

10. School Improvement and Learning Plan: outline priorities for 2021-22 
(TF/CW) 
 
Governors reviewed the SILP diagrams and agreed that the format provides a 
quick insight in school plans.  
 

 

11. Ways of Working Review and Governance 2021-22 (SW) 
 
SW suggested that since the Operational Management PAT has a significant 
amount of work to get through it would be useful if some additional governors 
could join the PAT. Both KD & SD failed to look at their shoes sufficiently quickly 
and so were duly co-opted. 
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12. AOUB 
 
There was no other urgent business. 
 
The meeting closed at 6.43pm. 
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